Summary. Linear stochastic multistage programs are considered with uncertain data evolving as a multidimensional discrete-time stochastic process. The associated conditional probability measures are supposed to depend linearly on the past. This ensures convexity of the problem and allows application of barycentric scenario trees. These approximate the discrete-time stochastic process, and provide inner and outer approximation of the value functions.
Introduction
In various applications decision makers are required to take uncertain future into account. In particular, today's decisions have to be taken without knowing prices or resources.
Let the uncertain evolvement of data over a finite planning horizon [0, T) be described as a multidimensional discrete-time stochastic process (Wt, t = 0, ... ,T) on a common Borel space (n,8 M ) with n c IRM compact. In many problem statements both prices and demand or supply of resources are stochastic and induce specific structural properties of the value functions involved. This motivates us to decompose the multidimensional discrete-time stochastic process (Wt, t = 0,1, ... ,T) into two stochastic parts, one referring to prices (1}t, t = 0,1, ... ,T), the second (~t, t = 0,1, ... ,T) to demand or supply of resources, i.e. Wt = (1}t, ~t).
Let P represent the (regular) joint probability distribution 
(1)
The convention is that negative subscripts of variables indicate decisions of the past, negative subscripts of the stochastic data indicate data of the past, both of which represent the input data at the present stage t = 0; in particular, stochastic data with subscript 0 are currently observed data and, hence, deterministic.
In (1), the cost PtO at t are determined by observation 'fit and decision Ut. The feasibility region for Ut E lR n is supposed to depend on Ut-l and on the observed outcome ~t; !t(Ut-l,·) is a vector-valued function in Ut and represents the demand for resources, the components of h(~t) are the supply components of the resources at t. Decisions Ut have to be selected at t after ('fit, ~t) is observed, but prior to the observations ('fIt+l, ... ,'fiT) and (~tH' ... ,~T). According to this rule, nonanticipative or measurable decisions have to be determined, which minimizes the expected value of the overall cost and which satisfies the constraints.
The feasibility set, viewed as a constraint multifunction in ~, is supposed to be strictly non anticipative and convex compact-valued with a nonempty interior for every ~. This ensures that for any nonanticipative and feasible decision Ut there exist interior feasible and nonanticipative decisions UtH, ... ,UT for any sequence of outcomes (~t+l' ... '~T) (see Rockafellar and Wets 1976/1978 [45] , [46] and Frauendorfer 1996 [23] 
In case Pt(Ut, 'fit) are continuous convex-concave saddle functions, !to is convex vector-valued, htO is linear-affine in ~t, and in case the conditional probability distributions PtH(·I'fIt,~t) depend linearly on ('fIt,~t) and are unaffected by the decisions taken, then it has been proven that for t = 1, ... ,T the value functions ¢t(Ut-l,'fIt.~t) are continuous saddle functions, convex in (Ut-l,~t) and concave in 'fit with respect to their domains. Under these conditions, referred to as the convex case below, primal and dual solvability of
